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G
raphenehas been extensively studied
for its outstanding properties.1�4

However, the electronic structure
of the pristine graphene is not suitable for
applications in nanoelectronics. Therefore,
graphene functionalization, in particular, sub-
stitutional doping, has received increased
attention lately. Doping, in general, is prob-
ably one of the most explored routes of
tuning the electronic properties of pristine
graphene. The substitution of carbon atoms
by nitrogen gives rise to donor states indu-
cing n-type conductivity.5

One approach to produce N-doped gra-
phene is a direct growth of modified layers
by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)6�9 or
a simple addition of N during the growth
in a molecular form or as a pure gas.10�12

Stability of such defects over time and their
response to ambient conditions is not well
understood yet. The chemistry-basedmeth-
ods, despite their success and potential for
mass production, usually suffer from unde-
sired contamination and incorporation of

different types of N substitutions, pyridine-
like or pyrrole-like.13

Alternatively, N doping of C-based mate-
rials via low-energy ion implantation has
been proposed. Ion implantation is the
standard technique used for integrated
circuit fabrication in the semiconductor in-
dustry. Joucken et al.14 exposed epitaxial
graphene grown on SiC(0001) to an atomic
nitrogen ionfluxproducedby an in situ radio
frequency plasma source. By means of scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM), they ob-
served the N substitutional defects and also
other unknown structures associated with
the disruptive action of the ion beam. Very
recently, Bangert et al.15 reported ion im-
plantation of N into free-standing graphene.
They found about 90% of nitrogen atoms
in the single substitutional configuration. In
these methods, a multitude of defect types
can also be created. Despite the advances,
there is still a shortage of methods that pro-
vide high-quality doping of graphene with
N atoms exclusively located at substitutional
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ABSTRACT We report a straightforward method to produce high-quality

nitrogen-doped graphene on SiC(0001) using direct nitrogen ion implantation and

subsequent stabilization at temperatures above 1300 K. We demonstrate that

double defects, which comprise two nitrogen defects in a second-nearest-neighbor

(meta) configuration, can be formed in a controlled way by adjusting the duration

of bombardment. Two types of atomic contrast of single N defects are identified in

scanning tunneling microscopy. We attribute the origin of these two contrasts to

different tip structures by means of STM simulations. The characteristic dip observed over N defects is explained in terms of the destructive quantum

interference.
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positions and without any undesired impurities or
derivatives.
In this work, we propose a modified preparation

scheme to produce high-quality N-doped graphene
using direct N ion implantation and subsequent stabi-
lization at temperatures above 1300 K in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) conditions. Using this method, the
doped graphene/SiC(0001) is prepared with the exclu-
sive presence of N atoms in the substitutional posi-
tions. If the procedure is repeated or the duration of ion
bombardment is extended, besides the single N de-
fects, we also observe formation of double defects,
which are located in the second-nearest-neighbor
position (meta configuration). Both observed N defects
remain stable even under exposure to ambient condi-
tions. Scanning tunneling microscopy and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations were used for a
detailed characterization of the electronic structure of
these defects. Twomain types of atomic contrast of the
defects were observed. We rationalize the observed
atomic contrast by means of DFT calculations and
show, for the first time, that the quantum interference
governs the electron transport between the STM tip
and the N defect.
Figure 1a shows a typical high-resolution STM

image of the N-doped bilayer graphene (BLG) on

6H-SiC(0001) after 10 min of 100 eV ion bombardment
using N gas and subsequent annealing to 1300 K for
10 min. The graphene layer is decorated by randomly
distributed characteristic triangle-shaped objects that
are present in two basic orientations with respect to
the graphene lattice. The two orientations of the
triangles are produced by the locations of the substitu-
tional N atoms in one of the two graphene sublattices.
The defect concentration is ultralow: <0.04% of all
C atoms in the graphene layer are substituted with
N defects. The number of defects that are distinct
from the single substitutional atoms is negligible in
the STM images. We should note that identical defects
were also found on the single-layer graphene, with a
reduced quality of detail due to a higher apparent
corrugation of single-layer graphene.
To get more insight into binding character of N

defects in graphene, we performed near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure spectroscopy and measured
a highly resolved spectrum of the N 1s photoemission
line. The K-edge absorption spectra in Figure 1b corro-
borate that the ion-implanted N atoms are a part of the
graphene π system, manifesting clear π* and σ* reso-
nances in the normal and grazing incidence, similarly
to the C K-edge absorption in graphene (not shown).
The dominant components of the photoemission N 1s
structure in Figure 1c are located near 401.5 and 403 eV
(binding energy). These are most likely associated with
the majority of the N substitutional defects on the
single-layer (403 eV) and bilayer (401.5 eV) graphene,
as seen in the STM images. The smallest component
at 398 eV accounts for 11% of the total N 1s intensity,
and it is usually associated with the pyridine-like
N atoms;10,12 however, in our STM images, we do not
observe any objects that could be linked to such type
of defects. Therefore, this component could be as-
signed either to N defects in the buffer layer fraction
on the substrate or to some type of N atom configura-
tion in the subgraphene area (e.g., the Si�N bond).16

Multiple sessions of atomically resolved current
imaging in the constant-height mode demonstrated
that the STM contrast on theN defects usually results in
one of two characteristic patterns. Figure 2 shows an
equal-scale comparison of these two most frequently
observed contrast types. Since the graphene lattice
is very discernible in the vicinity of the defects, it is
possible to overlay the honeycomb graphene lattice
over both current maps of the two contrast types
(insets of Figure 2a,b). It helps to identify the atomic
structure and assign the lattice positions to the tunnel-
ing current maxima around the defects. Figure 2a
shows N defects that appear as hollow triangles, each
composed of six protrusions, which correspond to
the six carbon atoms located around the defect. This
type of contrast is very similar to the one observed
previously.14 On the other hand, Figure 2b shows
an equivalent type of N defects imaged as triangles

Figure 1. (a) Constant-height STM image of the N-doped
BLG on 6H-SiC(0001) after 10 min of 100 eV ion bombard-
ment using N gas and subsequent annealing to 1300 K. The
tunneling bias was set to �0.3 V. (b) Absorption spectra
near the N K-edge showing the π* and σ* resonances of the
N incorporated in the graphene honeycomb lattice and (c)
photoemission peak of N 1s fitted with three components.
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composed of only three protrusions packed closely
together,whichcoincidewith the threenearest-neighbor
carbon atoms around the defect.
In order to rationalize the origin of these two types

of atomic contrast, we performed STM simulations
based on DFT total energy calculations with different
tip models (for details, see Methods). For a carbon tip,
C(111), an apex with the diamond structure was used;
for a tungsten W(100) tip, the structure was derived
from a body-centered cubic structure. For these two
tips, we found a very good agreement between the
experimental and theoretical current images in both
the empty and filled states (see Figure 3). In particular,
the image simulated with the C(111) tip reproduces
closely the features of the hollow triangle contrast. The
second type of contrast matches well with the maps
simulated with a tip made of W(100).
The applicability of these two tip models can be

justified by the experimental circumstances. First, all
the defects are imaged with the same contrast type
within each image; therefore, it is beyond any doubt
that the dual type of atomically resolved contrast is

caused by different terminations of the scanning probe
apex. Second, since the W tip was annealed before
every measurement by a W filament and treated by
voltage and z-pulses during the experimental session,
it is very likely that the composition of the STM probe
apex varies from the pure W to pure C.
In addition, we performed site-dependent measure-

ments of the differential conductance dI/dV (Figure 4a)
to analyze the effect of the N atoms on the electronic

structure of graphene. Our dI/dV spectra are similar

to previously published data.9,14 On the N atom, we

observed two characteristic depressions: at zero bias

and near�400mV (green arrow in Figure 4a). The latter

is associated with the Dirac point, which is shifted

toward lower energies with respect to undoped gra-

phene on the same substrate (near �350 mV, marked

by the blue arrow) due to the presence of N defects.

The dip at zero bias has been explained in terms of

inelastic tunneling accompanied by excitation of an

optical phononmode in pristine graphenemonolayers

that enhances the tunneling current outside the gap.17

We would like to note that in both types of STM
contrast and in the dI/dV spectroscopy, the tunneling
current detected over N defects is weaker than that
over the nearest carbon atoms (see the STM line
profiles in Figure 2c,d). This appears to be in a striking
contradiction with the results of our DFT calculations,
which show a negligible vertical relaxation of the N
atom out of the graphene plane and, more impor-
tantly, a pronounced peak in the density of states near
the Fermi level (see Figure 4b). Thus, assuming that the
tunneling current is simply proportional to the local
electron density on the sample, we should observe an
increased tunneling current above N atoms with re-
spect to the surrounding C atoms, which is not the
case. In the following, we will show that for the N
defects such assumption is not valid, and that the

Figure 2. Pair of 9� 9 nm2 currentmaps (constant height) of graphenewith substitutional N defects exhibiting the twomost
frequently observed atomically resolved contrasts: (a) hollow triangle contrast and (b) full triangle contrast, bias�0.4 V. The
insets show the registry of the defects with respect to the graphene lattice. (c,d) Line profiles of the tunneling current
corresponding to the lines indicated in (a) and (b), respectively. The arrows mark the positions of the tunneling current
minima at the centers of the defect images.

Figure 3. Experimental and calculated STM currentmaps of
the single N defects, empty and filled states, 1.7 � 1.7 nm2.
STM simulations (þ0.5 and �0.5 V, surface�tip distance
3.5 Å) for various tip models are matched to the two most
frequently experimentally observed patterns (þ0.4 and
�0.4 V).
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decrease in the tunneling current is a consequence of
a destructive quantum interference.
First, let us analyze the character of the interaction

between the π-orbitals of N and the nearest-neighbor

C atoms. Near the Fermi level, they form an electronic
state which has a node located between these two
atoms. Consequently, the corresponding off-diagonal
element of the density matrix has a negative value. On
the contrary, the density matrix element of the C�C
bond π-orbitals has a positive value. The negative
value of the off-diagonal element of the C�N π-bonds
gives rise to a destructive interference among different
tunneling channels between the tip and either the
N atom or the nearest C atoms.
To demonstrate this phenomenon directly, we cal-

culated the tunneling current for the C(111) tip above
theN defect, selectively allowing the tunneling process
through (i) all surface atoms (Itot

N ), (ii) only the N atom
(IN
N), or (iii) only the three neighboring C atoms (IC

N);
see Figure 4c. The Itot

N (z) curve shows a pronounced
dip at close tip�sample distances when compared
to the individual IC

N and IN
N current channels. The

tunneling current is proportional to the square of a
corresponding quantum-mechanical amplitude. As-
suming ideally destructive interference, we can ap-
proximate the amplitude for the resulting tunneling
current Isim

N by a difference between amplitudes for the
partial flows through the N atom and through the C
atoms: Isim

N = (
√
IC
N �√

IN
N)2. From Figure 4c, it is evident

that the tunneling current Isim
N calculated using this

formula has a remarkably similar character to Itot
N . In

addition, Itot
N is smaller than Itot

C , the total tunneling
current calculated for the tip placed above one of the C
neighbors, in thewhole range of tip�sample distances.
Therefore, we attribute the depression of the tunneling
current near the N defect to the destructive interfer-
ence of the electron wave functions originating from
the C and N atoms.
The implantation of the N atoms into the graphene

lattice can be continued progressively. Figure 5 shows
the same surface as shown in Figure 1a, but with a
higher amount of defects. These were produced by a

Figure 4. (a) Experimental dI/dV spectroscopy taken at
different positions: (i) above N defect (green); (ii) in the
surrounding of the defect (red); and (iii) on the graphene
region (blue). The spectra were taken at Iset = 1.0 nA. The
arrows mark the dips in the spectra for the N atom and
the surrounding graphene. (b) Plots of the calculated pro-
jected density of states for N defect and two different C
atoms as indicated in the inset. (c) Calculated tunneling
current on the N defect as a function of distance for N and C
channels separately (IN

N and IC
N, respectively), the calculated

total current (Itot
N ) including all channels, and a model using

the formula Isim = (
√
IC
N �

√
IN
N)2. The dip in Itot

N marks the
presence of a destructive interference in the electron tun-
neling. For comparisonwith the Itot

N on theNdefect, the total
tunneling current for the tip placed on one of the nearest-
neighbor C atoms (Itot

C ) is also shown. The upper index
denotes position of the tip above N or the nearest-neighbor
C atom.

Figure 5. (a) STM image of a sample doped with a higher amount of N defects; the inset shows an overlay of the graphene
latticewith two substitutional N defects on a zoomedmeta defect. (b�e) Experiment to theory comparison of the two types of
the most frequently observed atomically resolved contrasts.
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repeated ion irradiation and high-temperature anneal-
ing of the substrate. The concentration of the N defects
is ≈0.13%, and a new type of structure emerges. This
new structure has only one axis of mirror symmetry,
unlike the single N defect, which has three. Moreover,
it is present in six different orientations. An overlay of
the graphene lattice (the inset of Figure 5a) suggests
a possible atomic structure consisting of a couple of
substitutional N atoms in the second-nearest-neighbor
configuration (meta). To support this interpretation, we
simulated the currentmaps using the identicalmethod
as in the case of the single N defects with the two tips
and compared the results to the experimental current
maps in both major types of contrast. The agreement
is very good, as it can be seen in Figure 5b�e. The
substantial differences among the most simple two-
atom N defects can be appreciated in Figure 6, where
all the three ortho, meta, and para configurations
are overlaid onto the corresponding filled states' STM
simulation with the C(111) tip.
We discuss statistical analysis of N defects based

on STM images from the total inspected area of
>3100 nm2. The meta defects represent ≈10% of the
total amount of defects. On the other hand, only a
very limited amount of double defects is detected that
could be candidates for the first-neighbor (ortho)
or third-nearest-neighbor (para) configurations of N
atoms in the graphene lattice (<2% of all observed
double defects). A feasible explanation of such pre-
valence of the meta configuration could be that it is
substantially energetically favored in comparison to
the other arrangements of the double defect. To test
the conjecture, we evaluated the total energies of the
ortho, meta, and para configurations (see Figure 6) in
the free-standing graphene using the DFT methods.
Surprisingly, themost stable arrangementwas the para,
having its total energy 0.3 eV lower than the meta
configuration, in agreement with the previous study.18

This energy difference is largely independent of the
exchange-correlation functional used in the calculation.
Similarly to the single substitutional defects, the theory
does not indicate any substantial relaxation of the
N atoms out of the graphene plane.
Since systems with lowered dimensionality are

known to be difficult for DFT, we computed the total
energies of themeta and para double defects also with

a more accurate electronic structure method, namely,
thefixed-node/fixed-phasequantumMonteCarlo (QMC)
method19 that employs explicitly correlated many-body
wave functions. Our QMC calculations indicate that
the para configuration is more stable than the meta by
0.53 ( 0.09 eV, where the quoted error is due to the
stochastic nature of the QMC method. We believe that
the discrepancy between the thermodynamic argu-
ments and the observed relative abundance of the
double defects is a hint that kinetic factors may play an
important role during the formation of these defects.
Nevertheless, it remains an open question and a full
understanding of this phenomenon requires further
research.
A histogram of the nearest distances between the N

defects (treating the double defects as separate single
defects) is consistent with a simulated random distri-
bution at the same defect concentration (Figure 7a).
The experimental mean nearest distance between all
the N defects without distinguishing the sublattices is
2.59 nm. The simulation gives 2.53 nm, in a very good
agreement with the experimental value. However, if
the histograms are evaluated separately for the nearest
distances of the defects in the same sublattices or in
the opposite sublattice (Figure 7b), there is a significant
split of the mean values for these cases. The mean
nearest distance for the defects in the same sublattice
is 3.63 nm, whereas the mean nearest distance for the
defects that are in the opposite sublattices is signifi-
cantly larger: 3.99 nm. Both histograms notably differ
from the simulation of a random distribution, which
has amean value of 3.69 nm. This can be interpreted as
a preference to form the defects on the same sublattice
near each other. Such preference has also been re-
ported for the case of doping by CVD methods;9 some
CVD procedures even resulted in much stronger sub-
lattice preference than our implantation method.20

Similar trend has been found recently also on Mo
implanted in graphene.21

In our further attempts to increase the concentra-
tion by repeating the ion implantation procedure,
we have finally reached a saturation. The maximum

Figure 6. Calculated filled states, constant-height STM
images, and a ball-and-stick model overlays of the three
basic two-atom N defects, obtained at �0.5 V, with 3.5 Å
tip�sample separation. The configurations are (a) ortho, (b)
meta, and (c) para. Figure 7. Histograms of the experimental nearest-neighbor

distances for (a) all defects independently of the sublattice
and (b) depending on the sublattice, showing a preference
for shorter distances for the defects that reside in the same
sublattice. The simulated histograms of the nearest-neigh-
bor distances are evaluated on a random spatial distribu-
tion of defects without any preference.
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concentration of the N defects observed on the bilayer
graphene reached ≈1.6%. All the surfaces prepared
using this method are remarkably stable. Even after
exposure to the ambient conditions, the modified
graphene layer did not change its physical pro-
perties; after reinsertion into the UHV and degassing
at 1100 K, the sample exhibited the same picture as
before.
In conclusion, we devised a robust method for

preparation of N-doped graphene in UHV conditions,
with exclusive presence of the N defects in the

substitutional positions. At higher concentrations of
the N atoms in the graphene lattice, we observe the
formation of double defects located in the second-
nearest-neighbor (meta) position. The doping can be
scaled up to a concentration 1.6% and remains fully
stable even under exposure to ambient conditions.
We rationalized the atomically resolved STM images of
the single and meta N defects by different tip models.
A destructive quantum interference effect explains
the characteristic dip over N defetcs observed in STM
images.

METHODS
The experimentswereperformed in ultrahigh vacuum, variable-

temperature STM, with base pressure below 5 � 10�10 mbar.
Sample was a 4.0� 10.0� 0.5 mm3 stripe of n-type Si-terminated
6H-SiC(0001) cut from awafer (Semiconductor Wafer, Inc.) using a
diamond tip. The sample was handled with nonmetallic tweezers
to prevent metal contamination,22 mounted on a molybdenum
sample holder, and inserted into the chamber. The preparation
procedure included Si evaporation and repeated annealing of
the sample, as described in detail by other authors.23�25 At the
end, the composition of the surface was dominated by bilayer
graphene; however, single-layer graphene and trilayer graphene
regions were also present. Defects in graphene lattice were
created by bombardingwith 100 eV ions created using a standard
electron-impact ion gun and a N2 gas (99.999% purity). N2 back
pressure during this process was kept at 5 � 10�7 mbar; the
acceleration energy of the electrons inside the ion gunwas 100 eV.
In the next step, the surface was healed and stabilized by anneal-
ing the sample up to 1300K. In the current experiments, thedefect
concentration was roughly proportional to the exposure time.
W tips were used for the measurements, and both the sample
and the tip apex were annealed to 1300 K for 5 min before each
new measurement session. The photoemission was performed
at Elettra synchrotron lightsource at the Materials Science
Beamline. TheN K-edge absorption spectrum yieldwas integrated
at the valence band (from a binding energy of 60 eV to the Fermi
level).
We used 7 � 7 supercell of a free-standing single-layer

graphene to simulate the N doping with the DFT method. The
supercell contained one N atom or two N atoms in ortho, meta,
or para configurations. The equilibrium positions of atoms were
found using Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP),26

a plane wave ab initio code. Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudo-
potentials27 for C and N were used. The plane wave cutoff
was set to 348 eV. The exchange-correlation functional was
approximated with the PW91 variant of the generalized gradi-
ent approximation (GGA).28 The Brillouin zone corresponding to
the supercell was sampled with 6� 6 k-points. The calculations
were not spin-polarized. Two carbon atoms, chosen as themost
distant ones from the N atom(s), were kept fixed during the
relaxation. The criterion for equilibrium was that forces on all
except the two fixed atoms had to be smaller than 0.001 eV/Å.
The optimized geometries were then used in STM simula-

tions,29 with tight-binding Hamiltonian obtained by local-
orbital DFT code Fireball30 using an optimized pseudoatomic
orbital basis set.31 An sp basis set was used for both C and N
atoms. Several preoptimized realistic tip models were picked
for the simulation: a Si(111) tip, a (111)-oriented carbon tip with
diamond-like structure, a W(100) tip, and a more simplified
model consisting of just one d-orbital of tungsten. The STM
images were simulated in the constant-height mode.
The QMC simulations are substantially more computationally

demanding than DFT, and hence only a smaller 4 � 4 supercell
of graphene was used in the QMC study of the double defects.
Only the ideal planar geometry was considered since the
DFT calculations did not show any substantial relaxation of

the lattice structure around the N substitutions. We employed
the diffusionMonte Carlomethod as implemented in theQWalk
code,32 with the phase of the many-body wave function fixed
by a Slater�Jastrow trial function. The Slater part of the wave
function ansatz was built out of GGA single-particle orbitals
obtained with the Gaussian DFT program Crystal.33 The core
electrons were represented by norm-conserving pseudo-
potentials,34 and a corresponding spd basis was used for the
valence electrons. The finite-size effects induced by incorrect
momentum quantization due to the confinement of electrons
into the finite supercell were reduced by averaging over the so-
called twisted boundary conditions,19,35 which corresponded
to a sampling of the supercell Brillouin zone by an 8� 8 k-point
mesh. The finite-size errors due to the approximation to the
long-range tail of the Coulomb potential were not explicitly
addressed; nevertheless, these errors mostly cancel out in the
differences of the total energies that are of interest here.
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